Dr. Marshall Takes Office
Successor To Dr. Umbeck

By Hugh Moore

Dr. Nelson Marshall, who succeeds Dr. Shaver G. Umbeck, has a long string of meritorious accomplishments in various fields.

Dr. Marshall's most recent venture was as head of the Food and Fisheries Laboratory. He served at the College of William and Mary for six years.

But, from all indications, Dr. Marshall will more than adequately fill the bill. Coming here, he leaves behind a long string of meritorious accomplishments in various fields.

Dr. Marshall was graduated from high school here in 1893. He went on to the University of Florida where he received his B.S. degree in 1897.

The new dean's journey into the educational world began at an early age. He has taught at the school for Boys of the Federal Government; the University of Florida in 1924; the State University in 1926; and the University of North Carolina as an associate professor.

Research into marine biology was part of the job at Rollins and led to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution during the summers of 1941 and 1945.

Dr. Marshall was named to a six-year term in 1946.

Dr. Marshall's term will expire in September of 1952. He is a resident member of the Senate of Phi Beta Kappa.

Students and faculty are urged to support and welcome Dr. Marshall to the College.

Freshmen Transfers Participate
In Seven Day Orientation Slate

Phi Beta Kappa Elects
Dr. Pomfret, To Office

Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the College of William and Mary, was elected vice-president of the United States. He was elected to office by the general meeting of the faculty.

Dr. Pomfret was named to the position on September 3 by the scholastic fraternity's council at the Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

The annual Autumn Convocation, to be held on Friday, September 29, at 3 p.m. in the auditorium of Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

Dr. Pomfret, president of the college, will address the assembly.
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WELCOME FRESHMEN

We extend a warm and sincere welcome to the class of 1953 and to all transfer students. Orientation week is a vital sign of the welcome that awaits you at the College of William and Mary. It is a time when you will learn much about the College.

This week marks the beginning of an association which vitally affects your future and which can only be properly understood by the College. We confidently hope you will seize the opportunity presented to you, and we hope the administration and faculty will respond to the challenge presented by you. The College's goal is to present you with the best possible education. We, as members of the faculty and administration, hope to be a vital part of your educational experience. The College has been designed to aid you in the beginning of your college career.

The news of the newly recognized college band is one of the most cheering notes that has been heard around here in years. The prospective performance of the band, together with the appearance of college functions should bring out the spirit that some people say is dead.

The next four years can be the most exciting years of your life. A proper balance of your time among scholastic, extra-curricular, and social activities is often the best guide. In this way, you will prove the most rewarding. Again, we wish you welcome. We know you will like it here.

L. D. B.

A CHEERING NOTE

Open Letter To Freshmen

The administration of the Commission on right of the social advancement of the Freshmen of the College of William and Mary this year have been assured that the administration

The Freshmen class wishes to extend a welcome to the freshmen of the College of William and Mary. The administration has been assured that the administration

William and Mary Go Round

EDITOR'S NOTE: We have felt that we have not been able to think up our work and go on for the second or third reading. We have been thinking for a "Welcome to William and Mary" from the books, in advance, and hurriedly fill in the page edges, hopefully. Here's one letter which prefers to skip that patter and let the facts speak.

The fact is, you're welcome. Your coming here has ruined the buzz of the old campus. Each boy had his girl; each girl had her secret. You fixed it so that just about everyone was being fixed (we must admit that we had a devil of a time; getting volunteers for the guards at Barron). Yet, we were, a happy little group.

PITY Disturbance! We have had our pity disturbances...an ignominious sophomore parade, at which the administration instigated several slender oafs in connection with our college. We are in the face of overwhelming evidence that the student government has a certain amount of respect for the press, and that our freshmen are growing in those spots. Not

The Dues rules are as follows:

1. There must be a dues meeting at all times during the week. Names must be written plainly on book.
2. On Saturday and Sundays, the students will carry rifles with the college colors while the members will wear black tie.
3. Upon entering or leaving the building, the student must report to the dorm center walk and bow or curtsey to Lord Botetourt.
4. Upon the front steps of the structure must be labeled.
5. The administration of the Legion of Decency...an oddity after each of the battalion or get together with your roommates and wander through the field.

Sincerely,
Robert C. Carr, President, Class '53

LETTER

Dear Sir,

As a student of William and Mary for the past two years, I have seen my classmates best service portions of the campus until night come now re-serve. Not students who occasionally drop across when late for a appoint-

This problem has been relieved by a positive attitude of the student body. The student body has the advantage that the whole student body can undertake to protect the beauty of the campus.

One may remark upon reading the following letter which is at present unedited and in various newspapers. William and Mary have the grass cut and glorifying our campus. Then it is in our job to keep it that way. If the花草 across the lawns can be done down, the spring could be assured of sur-

Sincerely,
Hugh De Samper

ADVICE FROM THE EDITOR

1941, That Is-

It should prove fairly easy to draw the line between dating and the controversial juggling popular.

There never has been a time when the world has been so feeble. As the powers of society have not got a temporary motorty by introducing the "Right To Life" to prove how healthy, many reformers have been well informed. They will always find sufficient fullness of life to make the growth of social life or social advancement through the proper channels too internally consummated.

The "toddle", for example, seems to be a "no-go". The idea of marriage as at present, is: improved from the toiling steps of a child, and by agreeing to change without accompanying wiggles, it does not violate good taste, but violations of good taste have become disgrace.

A great deal depends on the attitude of the person as to the matter of what the person is to have. Where restraint is absent and emotion is provided, the person can find the most innocent steps corrupted to suit the lower, unchaste, psycho-sexual social functions have always been the result of such unwarranted breaches of conduct. With the influences of the young women, women realize that mutual contamination is not considered good taste and propriety of the sex. We find that the common denominator of all will never be necessary to curb the morals

Sincerely,
Hugh De Samper

THE FLAT HAT

"Stabilitas et Fides"
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Stewart Promises Band Improvement

Prospects for the William and Mary Band are better this year than they have been for years, according to Alan C. Stewart, director of the band and orchestra.

In an interview, Stewart described some of the steps that have been taken since last fall towards improving this "better band." One of the most important innovations, perhaps, will be the organization, something that has been all but totally lacking for years. Herefore the band has appeared on the street and at games and rallies only fairly well rehearsed and with nothing to hold them together as a group and their uniforms.

Said Stewart, "This year will see a marked improvement in band performance. We not only have the same responsibility to the students for a good show but we must deserve the confidence placed in us by the college with the funds we have needed so badly."

New Budget

Banking equally in importance with organization is the new annual budget and the $800 grant from the college. The grant was made last year with the realization that the band is a vital part of the student life and cannot operate in connection with the college with only the cheerleader behind it. The initial grant has been exhausted in instrumental purchase and the band is now trying to find funds with only a cheerleader behind it. The initial grant has been exhausted in instrumental purchase and the band is now trying to find funds with only a cheerleader behind it. The initial grant has been exhausted in instrumental purchase and the band is now trying to find funds with only a cheerleader behind it.

Chairman of the committee on special events, President Cancels Concert Programs

Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college, has decided to cancel the concert series by invited artists, such as those given during the past few seasons of the college.

Pomfret took this step in view of the lack of interest and financial support on the part of students and faculty, according to Dr. A. Pelzer Wagener, chairman of the committee on special events.

There are indications that those may be some faculty concerts during the year, with the possibility of one or two others developing.

(Continued on page 12)
Dean Hocutt Announces 306 Students Attain Dean's List Privileges This Fall

A total of 306 students, including 195 men and 168 women, are listed on the current dean's list as released by John H. Hocutt, dean of men. Full dean's list privileges will be granted to all released by John E. Hocutt, dean of men. Full dean's list privileges will be granted to all.


Peter Stanley Boyton, James Sidney Braddick, Edward Ernest Cofer, Jr., Harold Trevor Col- 

Chappell, Jr., Wesley Randolph Calloway, Richard Gordon Cann, Jr., Robert Dwight Aldrich, Earl

Arthur Allsbro, Donald Knight, Crawford, Byloe Nelson Baker, David Harold Baro, Harold

Bernard, Richard Lytle Brehm, Garth Loekle Blackwell, Samuel Garth Blaylock, John Sherman,

John, Jr., Lawrence Michael Blum, Lawrence Fenton Rice, Allen Lee Bowman.


Theatre Institute Completes Season; Features Reich, Jones In Seminar

The Institute of the Theatre has just completed its second highly successful summer under the direction of Miss Althea Hunt, associate producer of fine arts and director of the William and Mary Theatre.

Miss Hunt is receiving widespread acclaim for her work with the Institute. The Richmond Times Dispatch, one of Virginia's largest newspapers, recently carried a lengthy feature, highly acclaiming Miss Hunt and the Institute of the Theatre.

The Institute's seminars, featuring such renowned names as Dr. John Reich and Robert Edwards, present a large share of the guests appearing in the programs of the Institute of the Theatre.

The class in play production of the summer season gave 18 separate plays in the Wren Westschool Theatre, all directed by class members. Two plays were written in the playwriting class, taught by Susanne Sherman.

\[\text{Continued on page 16}\]

STUDENTS!

FOR GUARANTEED RADIO REPAIR

All Work Completed in

— 48 HOURS —

Mr. J. A. White

Schmidt Appliances, Inc.

Opposite Theatre

Duke of Gloucester St.

Welcome Students To The PIPE SHOP

Featuring William and Mary and Fraternity Pipes inlaid in Sterling Silver; also exclusive dealers in fine imported briars by Comoy, Weber and Kaywoodie.

Meerschaum, Calabosh and many other collector's items.

School Supplies Quality Prescriptions

Williamsburg Drug Co.

The Rexall Store in the Post Office Arcade

The Common Glory continued their cooperative arrangement of the members of each group participating in both activities.

The Man Who Came To Dinner, by Hart and Kaufman, was the summer show on campus, directed by Howard Stein, associate producer of fine arts.

The play, with the title role played by Bill Harper, was produced, designed and staged by Roger Sherman and Robert Glass, both of The Common Glory staff.

The class in play production of the summer season gave 18 separate plays in the Wren Westschool Theatre, all directed by class members. Two plays were written in the playwriting class, taught by Susanne Sherman.

Mary Muffett

ADVERTISED IN

CHARM

Coming or going ... you'll be at your extra-special best. Left: Most important fashion news of the season -- a cord on patterned jersey. The jersey is tidy and easily removable from the practical basic dress of sheer wool. Right: Wear-any-time, go-everywhere basic faille suit with waist-minimizing peplum and a sunburst of back pleats in the skirt -- graceful, fluid with your every step.

The Skoppe for the Discriminating BINNS' 321 North Boundary St., Williamsburg, Va.
Indians Nose Out Houston, 14-13, Tackle Pittsburg Saturday

O'Pella Smothers Conversion Kick To Save Victory

A greatly under-rated and supposedly beaten Houston eleven came out of the game last Saturday quarter to come within a whisker of tying the vaunted Indian team, but were finally beaten by the astounding score of 14 to 13. The game was featured by rugged blocking and a great deal of both teams, plus the brilliant offensive work of the Cougars. Harry Jack Cloud and Ed Weber, and Captain Jim Macken showed their worth in doing their scoring in the first half, thus extending the Cougar lead until the final period, when the best team caught fire and denied the Tribe goal line to give Houston some real bad breaks.

Scores

The Williamsburg invaders started the game by putting up the first point on the board. After Randy Davis had plucked a pass from the Tribe's quarterback, fourth down, Cloud overloaded the punt from the goal line, added the extra point.

Both teams on the scoreboard at the conclusion of the season opener. Only the break-through of blocking back Frank O'Pella started things off with a rush, behind the momentum of a 5-yard drive. Weber and Jack Cloud covered 54 of those yards in six plays, with Cloud plunging over from the goal line. Lex added the extra point.

In the second period, the two teams pushed each other up and down the field, gaining some measurements of William and Mary territory, but were unable to score, with the Tribe leading 13-0 at the half.

Cougar Rally

As the fourth quarter began, the Cougars started a drive that went 30 yards to the Indian line. Alan Neveux, former Little All American, spearheaded a rush with his hold on the ball and gained 20 yards. Neveux passed the ball to Bob Silver for a 21-yard gain. Silver passed the ball to Frank O'Pella who gained 7 yards on the third play. On the fourth play, Lex added the extra point, giving the Tribe a 14-0 lead.

The untested Tribe tandem passed third in the NCAA tournament last June as an unsuccessful attempt to defend the crown that had rested on the Tribe for the past two years.

Fred Kovaleski, Howe Altwater and Captain Jim Macken represented the nationally prominent triad to become the new Indian offensive setup. Kovaleski was selected fifth, only the break-through of blocking back Frank O'Pella started things off with a rush, behind the momentum of a 5-yard drive. Weber and Jack Cloud covered 54 of those yards in six plays, with Cloud plunging over from the goal line. Lex added the extra point.

There were not only other players on the lineup, but also the terrible Texas heat, which caused considerable turmoil in the results. Third seeded Back Kevan of Cornell suffered a sunstroke and had to be taken out of the game.

The players had not only other players on the line, but also the terrible Texas heat, which caused considerable turmoil in the results. Third seeded Back Kevan of Cornell suffered a sunstroke and had to be taken out of the game.

The attendance figures were not released. Kevanalekki made the best showing of the Tribe, going to the end zone to make Kevan San Francisco in a head-to-head contest that saw many Indian faces before they came out of the game with Kevan tired.

Altwater played some of his best ball, but also some of his poorest, scoring with the team in the second quarter. Lex added the all-important extra point.

In addition to the unusual heat, there was another complication as the team had to face the problem of winning the championship. The Indian forward wall.

The Indian football squad will have its first serious test of the season against the Pirates Saturday, September 20, at the University of Chicago. The game will be an important one in the conference race and could determine the champion of the conference.

The Pirates are expected to be strong, and have had a great deal of success in recent years.

The Indians, however, are expected to put up a strong fight, and are looking forward to the game with great interest.
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Hoitsma Appointed To Staff
As Al Thomas Resigns Job

Al Thomas, who was by far the best track and field man Virginia Tech has produced, has been replaced by Lou Hoitsma. It was announced by R. N. McCrory, director of athletics. Hoitsma will serve as associate football coach and cross-country coach along with his track duties.

Thomas, who came to the Reservation in 1947 after a short but brilliant record at high school coaching, is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and was named to the Associated Press All-Big Ten team in 1942. His tenure at V-Tech was the greatest in the history of the school that will soon, it is hoped, be able to take on any team in the conference without minuvage. His record, while not spectacular, produced the feeling that only a lack of manpower, rather than coaching ability, kept the Hokies from being a threat to the present conference powers.

Thomas' football players showed a lot of meat in several contests each season, plus their regular daily duties while the varsity. It was in practice sessions, rather than intercollegiate competition, that the freashman and junior varsitymen of Al Thomas proved their worth. The Tidewater Mammoths, the famous hill-and-dales, carry a six meet winning streak into the opener. Hoitsma is expected to face some early adversity in guiding these talented youngsters, however, as all intercollegiate competition, except for the annual Liberty Cup, will be held in the independent league.

Deadline Announced

Football, track and tennis will open the program, which will begin as soon as teams and schedules can be drawn up. Smith hopes to have at least two teams from each dormitory entered in the independent league. Deadline for registration of track teams and tennis entries is Wednesday, close of summer school. He will assume his duties next month.

Mikula on the coaching staff.

Among Hoitsma's most noteworthy achievements include the famous fury-type catch in the end zone against North Carolina last year that enabled the Hokies to upset the Tarheel2 atop the national poll. Occam's razor-like precision and decision-making were the trademarks of the W-Tech attack last year. Among Hoitsma's most noted-to-look-leather achievements include the famous fury-type catch in the end zone against North Carolina last year that enabled the Hokies to upset the Tarheel2 atop the national poll. Occam's razor-like precision and decision-making were the trademarks of the W-Tech attack last year.

As Al Thomas Resigns Job

Sigma Rho Prepares To Defend Trophy
As Intramural Leagues Gear For Action

Sigma Rho fraternity will open the season of the Fraternity League championship trophy as the intramural program prepares to get under way. Howard Smith, back at the helm of the intramural program after a semester's lack of absence, stated that he hopes that the new intramural and participation record, set last year, will be broken again this season.

Sigma Rho Prepares To Defend Trophy
As Intramural Leagues Gear For Action

The rubber Guts, who took the college softball title last May after the final issue of the Flat Hat was published, in a best two-out-of-three series the "Guts" swept two straight from the formidable champs, Lambda Chi, will be the aerial threat in the Rubber Guts victory.

Also late in May, Sigma Rho successfully defended its track little walking away from Pi K A, the second place team by a score of 45-25. Five first places made the job easy for the Hokies, who practically swept the field events.

The William and Mary football team appeared over television for the first time in our knowledge last Saturday, the Indian-Rosston game. It was televised over Boston Station KBBV-TR.

FRAZIER-CALLIS, CO., INC.

CAPITOL RESTAURANT
(AIR-CONDITIONED)

The Best Place To Eat In The Colonial City
Your Patronage Appreciated
STUDENTS, FOR SPECIAL RATES, SEE THE CASHIER.

OPEN 6 P.M. — CLOSE 12:00 P.M.
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

THE FLAT HAT
September 20, 1949

STUDENT SERVICES 1949-50
The Fabric that's the Soul of the Suit

STUDENTS, FOR SPECIAL RATES, SEE THE CASHIER.

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

FRAZIER-CALLIS, CO., INC.

606 Prince George Street
Telephone 63

Tailored By Baroff

Capital Restaurant

WEST END VALET SHOP
607 Prince George Street
Telephone 63

—Cleaning—Pressing—
Expert Alterations
Suits Made To Order
"Done Right for Your Delight"
Bren Macken, Former Star Returns To Coach Net Team

Brendon Macken, former Tribe tennis ace, saw from the sidelines what he feels will return to the Reservation in the capacity of coach of the 1949 edition of the net Warriors, according to R. R. McColl, director of athletics.

Macken, who played number three man on the 1947 Inter-Collegiate champion, and didn't lose a dual match in school, replaces Dr. Sherry B. Umbrecht, who led the Hedkens for the past eight years.

A native of Montreal, Canada, Macken has been on his country's Davis Cup squad for several years, at present holding down the number one rug on the Canadian ladder. In sectional competition this summer, Macken upset Billy Button, Australians ace, in the first round of play.

In addition to his prowess on the tennis courts, Macken was an honor student while he was in school here. He was named to the Theta Delta Chi honorary leadership fraternity, and was a member of the Theta Delta Chi social fraternity.

Terrible Tommy Saw Much Action In All-Star Loss

...no organization. Too many defense men and not enough ballers. Those were the comments of Tommy Thompson, ex-Indian pivot-man, after the College All-Stars had absorbed a 21-7 lashing at the hands of the Philadelphia Eagles last August 13. Tommy, who started on the front Indian terms of '47 and '48, and was considered the best pivot-man in the South last year, saw a lot of action during the first half of the game and gave an excellent account of himself.

The Collegians had the services of the three best centers in the collegiate ranks last year. Thompson's comrades at the pivot position included All-Americans Chuck Bednarik and Alex Blackman.

In Chicago, where the game was played, the sweltering heat took its toll on the players, and the weather, worst case. Tommy claims he will lose a dual match in school, and that he will put it to the position that he deserves in W&M's rear-rank of college squads.

William and Mary Victory March

Words by R. E. Kennard, '24
Music by O. C. Zinsmeister, USMC Band

VERSE:
We will fight, fight, fight for Victory
Brave old Indians, Hail! hail to thee.
This our battle song as we march down the field
Fight on for victory.

So fight, fight, fight Indian warrior team,
Alma Mater's sons all hail to thee.
As we march along the victory song,
Indians, fight, fight, fight for Victory.

CHORUS:
Oh hail, Indian warrior team,
Down the field march on to Victory.
Hail, brave old Indians today
Swing down the field, Good to go for Indian Indiana.
And raise the silver, green and gold today,
William and Mary Victory.

This march will be played at the Pep Rally Thursday night, so know the words by them.

Jr. Davis Cuppers Include Tom Boys

Boys. Others on the squad are Charles DeAvo, John Fields, Dixon Osborne, Stephen Wood and Harry Brown. The two boys were selected from the Junior Davis Cup squad for the Davis Cup team. In Chicago, where the game was played, Tommy also gave Carolina's ace spearman a hard time.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
WE'RE NEW, TOO!
Williamsburg Sport Shop
A full line of Wilson Sporting Goods
Baseball Equipment, Golf, Tennis, Fishing, Tackle, Bicycles
427 Prince Geo. Across from Brown Hall
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Virginia Tri-County Baseball Loop Well-Stocked With Indian Athletes

William and Mary was well represented in the Tri-County baseball league this summer. For those who don’t know, the Tri-County is a semi-pro league that operates in the passenger-carrying territory as far north as Toano. The teams representing Toano and Williamsburg were well stocked with players who won the summer school.

In the recent all-star game, the York-James City team outscored the lower peninsula outfit, 11-2. Two of the principal figures in the local victory were a pair of ex-William and Mary standouts, Chick Fox and Curt McSherry, who combined those who don’t know, the Tri-County district is a meager six hits. McSherry also hit the plate with a .300 average. Fox, one of the Sacred Heart school’s stars, was a freshman phenom on Coach Marvin List’s 1949 diamond staff. Along with Fox, he has been a regular first baseman of the Tribe team, and infielder J.J. O’Connor was a vital factor in many of their victories.

Team-mates of Yeowee on the Toano club were Bob Ward, regular first baseman of the Tribe team, and infielder J.J. O’Connor. Ed Douston, Indian outfielder, played first for the Williamsburg club, and Harry Scott, third baseman, or the Tri-County, handled the shortstop duties for the Hampton team.

Big Green Teams Score 74 Wins In Banner Year

Last year, in all sports, the Indian teams ran up a total of 74 victories in 115 inter-collegiate contests for a winning percentage of 64.9, plus about two out of every three contests going down on the right side of the score book. This is a high overall percentage despite the fact that two of the eight varsity teams turned in losing seasons in 1949.

The big point-makers in this high percentage were the unbeaten baseball team and the football and basketball teams which won both big and small victories and established a dominant position in their respective conferences. Cross-country, also sporting an undefeated record, provided a small drop in the bucket with a small schedule.

The football, baseball, and basketball teams were the most prominent, all three ranking high in the nation. A bowl game for the football team, a 14-game victory string for the hardwood over a four-year span, and a phenomenal scoring spree for basketballer Chet Giermak provided the force behind the rise to prominence of these Big Green Teams.

All the Indian teams played representative schedules—often meeting teams with student bodies many times the size of William and Mary’s 3,000 enrollment. As time passes, the program calls for access to some 20 chemical elements. A growing plant requires access to some 20 chemical elements.

Four times as many men as women commit suicide, according to the Britannica Book of the Year.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
BAND BOX CLEANERS, INC.
SUPERLATIVE DRY CLEANING SERVICE
Phone 24

REMEMBER US?

Perry McCoy at the Indian Grill

OPEN HAMBURGER
French Fries, Tomato and Lettuce...

OPEN STEAK SANDWICH
French Fries, Tomato and Lettuce...

“We Got The Old Spirit!”

BUDDEE LEX

Indian Of The Week

OUR 1949

VARIETY TOWN
LITTLE BLUE BOOK

IT’S YOURS FREE!
A free copy is waiting for you in our clothing department.

FRAZIER—CALLIS, CO. INC.
Headquarters for College Men
Williamsburg, Va.
College Cites Jefferson As Example Of Extensive Summer Improvement

Extensive improvements in Jefferson Hall headline a list of general improvements and construction work underway by the college during the summer months. Jefferson Hall, much to the satisfaction of its women residents, has been completely and thoroughly renovated so that it will be ready to house the fall semester, according to an announcement released by Charles J. Duke, director.

Reservation includes a new floor covering of plywood and linoleum on all bed and living room floors, hallways and stairways. The entire interior of the dormitory has been painted and redecorated; the electrical wiring replaced with circuit-breaker panels, and plumbing fixtures gone and replaced with a new floor covering of plywood and linoleum.

The first floor space formerly used as a dining hall has been enclosed and redecorated, the old fuse box taken out and replaced with circuit-breaker panels, and plumbing fixtures gone and replaced with new floor covering of plywood and linoleum.

For All Your Dry Cleaning Needs

Williamburg Laundry & Collins Cleaning Co. Inc.

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Laundry Dept. Phone 34
Dry Cleaning Dept. Phone 48

YOU NEED EM! WE'VE GOT EM!
With the W&M Seal or Letters

Waste Basket, Scrap Books, Ashtrays, Stationery, Stuffed Pets, Pennants, Stickers, Decals, Jewelry

Also


One Day Service on Passassembled Items, such as Stationery, Book Matches, Playing Cards, Pencils and Napkins.

COLLEGE SHOP

College Corner
Williamsburg, Va.

Welcome Students...

Here in CASEY'S SHOE DEPT. You'll find all your favorite nationally known brands:

Women's Dress and Casual Shoes by
FLOURSHEIM RED CROSS — CAVALIER — GAY-CRAF'T SPALDING — SANDLER — JOYCE — TEEN-AGE

Men's Dress and Casual Shoes
FLOURSHEIM — ROBBLE — CAVALIER — SPALDING

HOFHEIMER'S SHOE DEPT. in

CASEY'S, INC.
Peninsula Shopping Center
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Politicos To Speak On Female Rights, Legislative Needs

Congressman J. Vaughan Garvy, state senator Lloyd C. Bird and Mrs. Walter S. M. Jefferies, professor of jurisprudence, will discuss the problem of legislative needs for women and children during the Student Forum, which will be held at the end of the academic year. The forum is sponsored by the College's Women's Union and the Student Forum.

"All Freshmen must wear due caps when on the campus or in the assembly hall. This rule does not apply on Sundays, while out of town, or during stormy weather. All freshmen are required to wear 'due caps' during informal dances."

Echo To Hold Try-Outs Staff Meeting This Week

Try-outs for staff positions on the Colonial Echo, the William and Mary yearbook, have been scheduled for Monday night, September 26, according to an announcement today by Bud Bridges, editor. The call has been issued to all students interested in joining the annual contest for the title of Echo Editor. The call is to be held in the assembly hall at 7 p.m. and old members at 8 p.m.

Three New Housemothers To Chenopode Dormitories

Mrs. Claude Goode and Mrs. Carol H. C. Churchill, housemothers last year at Chandler and Barrow Halls, respectively, have resigned their positions for the coming year. Mrs. Goode, who will take the place of Miss Cooke's successor, will be in charge of the dormitory.

Girls' Dormitory Opens For Fall Students

The dormitory was opened for the fall term and will be ready for the fall semester. The dormitory is being constructed there to replace the one now being used as a softball field. The field will be ready for fall sports.

Mademoiselle magazine has opened its annual contest for the Miss America title. The winner of the contest will be announced in a future Flat Hat.

Origin Of Flat Hat Name

"The Flat Hat, the name of this magazine, was selected by its first staff on October 2, 1911. The specific name, the Flat Hat, dates back to a club of that name founded at the college in 1760. The club was purely social in character and many believe that the Flat Hat Club led to the founding of Phi Beta Kappa in 1776."

A 'due' is one who is enrolled for the coming year, Mrs. Lowery has been appointed to fill the position of housemother last year at the Alexander dormitory.

Also added to the list of housemothers for the coming year are Mrs. Alpha A. Williams and Mrs. J. R. Slay, who will assume duties at the new Ludwell Apartments for women students.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
Look At The Second Anniversary DIVIDENDS

POPULAR AND CLASSICAL RECORDS
ALBUMS
ACCESSORIES

Duke of Gloucester Street
Phone 1132
Williamsburg, Va.

You can depend on us for carefully developed negatives and fine glossy prints. Our skilled workers are trained to give you the best possible prints of each shot. You can depend on us for prompt service, as usual.

1
To Our Modern Photography Studio

"To give photography service which rate please."

WILLIAMSBURG PHOTO SERVICE

Deer Green Jamestown Road

RODGEERS

Cleaners

Quality Cleaning Only

SPECIAL STUDENT

4-Hour Service

Phone 526 Prince George Street

WELCOME

(a) College Names Men And Women

To Dean's List For Fall Semester

(Continued from Page 4)


Vernon Nathaniel Winguist, Harry Hulbert, Jr.

Warren Sprouse, Jr., Carroll Wells, Jr., Carroll Womack, Jr.

Dean's List For Fall Semester

To Issue Rush Rules

At Saturday's Meeting

Security rush rules will be distributed to all freshmen and transfer women students at the Pan Hellenic Council meet

ning designed to provide the purpose of presenting an overall picture of the security in the light of its functions and purposes.

f the above list includes 47 stu-

dents who were graduated in June 3 who graduated in August and six straight "A" students.

Ranges for the purposes of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purpose of the purposes.

This dress that made history on the Riviera. Yards and yards of sweeping skirt . . . . beautifully cuffed sleeves . . . . and soft neckline.

Princess Pleet Frocks

$7.98

Fit for a princess . . . .

Affordable prices . . . .

For more information, visit us at the WELCOME BACK BRONX.

STUDENTS of '49

Princess Pleet Frocks

$7.98

Welcome Back Students of '49

Princess Pleet Frocks

$7.98

Fit for a princess . . . .

affordable prices . . . .

For more information, visit us at the WELCOME BACK BRONX.

CASEY'S, Inc.

FREMONT HQUIRES CLAYMORE CENTER

Phone 400 Williamsburg, Va.

They Do

Another reason why the professional politician gets more than the people do is because he knows what he wants.—San Francisco Chronicle.
Heat, Politics, Concerts, Foreign Students Disturb W&M Summer School Lethargy

The 1948-49 summer session was known as the summer of the "big heat." High temperatures moved in with the 850 students at the beginning of the session and stayed through graduation. Old-timers were unable to recall a hotter summer, and many fans were impressed with the technological solution provided by the air conditioning system which was in use. Outdoor classes became impossible and many classrooms had to be closed. Some classes were cancelled altogether and many had to be moved indoors. The normal procedure of providing plenty of fireworks in and around Williamsburg, State Senator John S. Battle, of Charlotteville, boasted that the dominant feature of the summer was the lack of rackets in college history. Preachers who had opposed the Byrd organization in many years. Horace M. Edwards and Benjamin L. Arden came in for the rear in third and fourth place respectively.

"Let us at 'em" Four Braves swear vengeance on the Cougars - a full selection of greeting cards for all occasions.

AGNESTRONG
CRYSTAL — SILVER — CHINA — POTTERY — FAPETRIES — GIFTWARE —
= full selection of greeting cards for all occasions
425 PRINCE GEORGE ST.
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
COME SEE US — BROWSERS ALWAYS WELCOME

WE WELCOME YOU TO OUR TOWN
SEE US FOR
SPORT CLOTHES - SHOES AND SPORTING GOODS
"OUTFITTERS FOR WORK OR PLAY"

A. & N. STORE
DUKE OF GLOUCESTER
WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

Dr. Nelsen Marshall, new appointed dean of the college, will serve as faculty chairman for the 1949-50 school year, according to a recent announcement by Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college.

New members, along with Marshall, of the six man committee are: John Hocutt and R. Wayne Kerndoll, honor graduates of William and Mary in the class of 1944, is the present dean of men. Kerndoll, a 1942 graduate of the University of North Carolina, and received his Ph.D. degree at that institution this year. Marshall succeeds Dr. Shirley Umback, who resigned July 1 to become president of Knox College. Hocutt and Kerndoll replace Dr. George J. Oliver and Dr. George Lyman as members of the committee, which changes annually. The committee chairman is charged with administration of the Southern Conference's eligibility committee.

The committee members of the group, which determines the athletic policy of the college, are Charles L. Dilke, Jr., Jones, and R. N. McCray, athletic director and head of the department of athletics. Dr. Pomfret is an ex-officio member of all faculty committees.

Churche men Attend Service At Bruton

Colorful High-Episcopal Church pageantry was seen in Williamsburg and at Jamestown Island for the first time last week when 1500 Episcopalian and colonial church preachers visited here.

Among the church dignitaries was the Right Reverend J. W. C. Bland, Bishop of London, who visited the campus as guest of Dr. John E. Pomfret, president. The First Bishop of London was named for having established the office of chancellor at the College of William and Mary under its charter in 1693.

The chuchmen are in the United States to attend a series of Bicentennial Congresses celebrating the 500th anniversary of the translation of the "Book of Common Prayer" into English. Entering Bruton Parish, before a congregation that filled the building and overflowed into the walls around the building, the Churchmen filed into the Governor's box and knelt to prepare for Communion.

Entertaining the visitors was the Right Reverend J. W. C. Bland, Bishop of London, who visited the campus as guest of Dr. John E. Pomfret, president. The First Bishop of London was named for having established the office of chancellor at the College of William and Mary under its charter in 1693.
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Botetourt Loses Head During Revolution

...nothing remains here but an old statue of an old wretched English general... to be seen on the college yard. This rather derogatory reference to the statue of Lord Botetourt was made by C. de la Pena, who was at one time a modern languages professor at the College of William and Mary, in a letter written in 1827.

The University of Richmond, students who called "His Majesty's late Lieutenant and Governor General" with a white paint mixture in late July apparently shared a similar opinion with Mr. de la Pena.

It remains, therefore, for us to surmise that only after a period of deferential curtsying and bowing, is the proper attitude of reverence and humility felt in the presence of this well-loved and admired colonial governor.

Arrival and Cost

On May 29, 1773, the Virginians announced the arrival of the statue from London on the ship, Virginia, and estimated the cost at 700 guineas. The General Assembly voted an appropriation for the statue which was to be placed in the Capitol building.

The General Assembly voted an amount of rough treatment. During the revolutionary period, when any symbol of royalty was destroyed.

In 1776 in Williamsburg, the statue has received as little attention as rough treatment. During the revolutionary period, when any symbol of royalty was destroyed, the statue was decapitated and an arm knocked off. Through the years rival schools have found the statue a tempting brunt of their rivalry.

The college yard. In a letter to his father following this action Henry St. George Tucker wrote, "it was purchased by the president and professors for $400, and is placed in the center of the college walk, facing town. His head has been very dextrously stuck on with an iron plate by the bishop and Mr. Moody. It has already become in some measure a reservoir to the curious, and should the statue improve in the art of standing arms and legs and noses, it will be very worthy of a visit when you return."

In its 175 years in Williamsburg, the statue has received as little attention as rough treatment. During the revolutionary period, when any symbol of royalty was destroyed, the statue was decapitated and an arm knocked off. Through the years rival schools have found the statue a tempting brunt of their rivalry.

The Freshman Tribunal usually arranges for the gentlemen to have an annual scrubdown rendered with loving care by a member of the freshman class. Although perhaps not an appropriately dignified ceremony, the scrubbing serves to clean the dust from the folds of his cape and the moss from his eyebrows.

"Gun Game" Fatal

Chadbourn, N. C. — Borrowing a pistol and a single cartridge, James Albert Stritt, 21-year-old student decided to play "Russian roulette." He twisted the chamber of the revolver, loaded the gun, depressed the trigger with the muzzle directed just above the ear. He fired the one bullet in the gun, killed him.

In this smart wing tip style, genuine cordovan leather is welted to thick long-wearing soles to give you the top shoe of the year—in the aristocrat of casual shoes—a pair that will keep out in the cool comfort as you never knew existed before.